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Our mission is to empower traders by 
providing modern, user-friendly apps 
that promote usability, transparency, 
education, authenticity & community  

in the stock and crypto markets.

- Traderverse Executive Team



TRADERVERSE AS A COMPANY

ABOUT TRADERVERSE
Traderverse is a company established by 
traders and technology enthusiasts with a 
mission to support a diverse array of trading 
communities and Apps. We believe that 
trading has evolved in such a way that there 
is a definitive need for a robust dedicated 
social platform for all traders.
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TRADERVERSE AS A COMPANY

OUR TEAM ETHOS
Our experienced team is passionate about 
trading and the trading community. Our 
goal is to build a platform that serves this 
vibrant and ambitious community while 
empowering and inspiring traders to make 
thoughtful decisions through education and 
collaboration.



TRADERVERSE AS A PLATFORM

INCLUSIVE SOCIAL 
NETWORK
Built upon a culture of education and 
collaboration, Traderverse is a unique and 
powerful platform built to empower modern-
day traders using Social Networks, Artificial 
Intelligence, and Blockchain Technology.  
At the core of our company is our goal to 
empower traders to perform optimally with 
the use of our intelligent and insightful tools 
within an inclusive social platform. 



TRADERVERSE AS A PLATFORM

KEY SOCIAL FEATURES
Developed upon unique frameworks, Traderverse offers a wide spectrum of features.

COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL 
NETWORK

An exclusive social network of dedicated 
traders helping one another learn 
& succeed in a collaborative and 
interactive environment.

INTEGRATED TOOLS & 
CHARTING

Our AI performs deep analysis using 
relevant charting & data points, including 
price, volume, momentum changes, and 
technical indicators.

REALTIME INFORMATION 
AGGREGATOR

An intelligent information gatherer that 
compiles data from various sources (news 
articles, social media data, & fundamentals 
from across multiple data sources).

GAMIFIED REWARDING 
SYSTEM

Incentivisation of active and talented 
creators and traders in our community 
that promote our culture of collaboration 
with a ranking & rewards system.



TRADERVERSE IS AN ECOSYSTEM

ECOSYSTEM OF  
APPS & DAPPS
Traderverse is a remarkable expanding 
platform with endless possibilities. We are 
developing an ecosystem of Apps interwoven 
with our social network, that will help us 
empower the entire traders’ universe. 

We have an ecosystem of powerful 
proprietary trading Apps that provide 
extensive value for traders which are enriched 
with both internal and external DApps 
enabling all platform users to succeed.



TRADERVERSE IS AN ECOSYSTEM

APPS IN DEVELOPMENT
Here are some apps that are being developed around the Traderverse ecosystem.

STREAMS
A multi-tenant well-structured Audio, 
Video, and Live Streaming app dedicated 
to the education and engagement of its 
community bringing awareness to social 
content.

TRADENION
An intelligent assistant that performs 
deep analysis using Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning capabilities 
to understand patterns and produce 
incredible insights.

COLONIES
Decentralized groups that allow 
individuals to meet and interact with 
like minded traders to share ideas, 
insights, and trades with an embedded 
AI analysis and charting assistant.

CLOUD DOCS
Intuitive and easy-to-use shared 
notetaking, storage and research tools 
to make deep diving into any company, 
ticker, currency, or other asset 
straightforward and collaborative.

MARKET
Our e-commerce ecosystem is where 
creators and consumers can interact and 
transact with a vast amount of content 
and merchandise offered by both 
creators and Traderverse.

COMET CHARTS
A proprietary charting platform 
embedded in our Social Media 
ecosystem where all traders, investors, 
educators, and market enthusiasts can 
share ideas and analyses.



A TOKEN FUELING THE TRADERVERSE 

TAKEOFFTOKEN
TAKEOFFTOKEN is built to integrate 
and excel with Traderverse. The token 
has significant utility throughout our 
vibrant ecosystem. Social network 
and all related apps will utilize 
TAKEOFFTOKEN for enablement of 
traders to exchange and transact 
digital goods. 

TOKEN SUPPLY 

Total Supply
500 BILLION

Seed
30 BILLION

Presale
30 BILLION

VALUE FUNCTION 

Tax Only
5%

Automatic Burns
1%

Redistributed to Liquidity
2%

Reflected to Holders
2%



A TOKEN FUELING THE TRADERVERSE 

UTILITY & MORE
There are various token utilities that we 
are working on, but here are some initial 
examples on how TAKEOFFTOKEN 
enables the Traderverse economy.

REWARDS
Get rewarded for 
interactions in ranks 
& tokens.

MARKET
Buy, sell, & trade 
audios, videos, 
images, & docs.

DONATIONS
Donate to your 
various causes, 
charities, & groups.

PROMOTIONS
Earn by promoting 
traders, brands, & 
projects.

TIPPING
Support your 
favorite influencers 
or shot-callers.

REFERRALS
Earn bonus points 
and tokens by 
inviting friends.

MERCHANDISE
Buy official 
Traderverse & cross-
brand merchandise.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Support your favorite 
content, apps, and 
groups.



THANK YOU
FIND US AT

K  traderverse.io
K  takeofftoken.com

CONNECT WITH US

C  Linkedin
D  Twitter 
E  Facebook
Q  Instagram

CONTACT US

k  info@traderverse.io

Y  Discord
R  Reddit
M  Youtube


